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For critically important power systems, some repair works 
should be performed by one repair brigade at the same time. 
Conditions for performing different works are often char-
acterized by uncertainties. In practice, the term is given for 
each work, and possible damages exist if the performance of 
works is not well-timed. Taking into account these factors, 
the sequence of performing heterogeneous repair works es-
sentially influences the safety and/or efficiency of the power 
system. The method of rational dispatching of the sequence 
of heterogeneous repair works considering the  require-
ments of timeliness for their performance is proposed in 
this paper. The rational sequence of works is established by 
criteria of minimizing integral damages based on the best 
choices from different dispatcher technologies and their pa-
rameters (such as distribution of work call types by priori-
ties, distribution of call priorities into groups, appointment 
of technologies inside groups). A possible effect is demon-
strated by an example.
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INTRODUCTION

In general, conditions of critical power sys-
tem operation are characterized by a high level 
of uncertainty. Because of uncertainty, a  set of 
calls for heterogeneous repair works appears, 
and each work should be performed in time. 
For one repair brigade, the daily number of calls 
for repairing may be estimated by dozens. In 
practice, the  sequence of calls for performing 
works is defined, as a rule, by the repair brigade 
as it is convenient or under subjective instruc-
tions of the chief. Often there is no purposeful 
system coordination with the general situation, 
frequency of occurrence of other heterogeneous 
calls, time of performance of repair work, and 
possible damages which can follow because of 
delays and exceeding the repair terms.

40–50 years ago, the  repair brigades were 
considered by the queueing theory as an exam-
ple of serving systems for performing the  flow 
of repair calls [1–4]. But this is not the  case 
anymore. In the present article, a possibility of 
increasing the  relative portion of well-timed 
performance of calls at the  expense of optimi-
zation of the  sequence of their performance is 
researched. The  proposed method is based on 
the  comparison and rational use of essentially 
differing properties of the  following dispatcher 
technologies: technology for performing calls by 

the consecutive order “first in, first out” (FIFO) 
without priorities, technologies with relative 
and absolute priorities, technology of batch per-
forming, and the  multi-parameter technology 
with a  combination of the  listed technologies 
(the two last technologies have been researched 
earlier by authors of this article in other applica-
tions [3, 5–6, 8–23]).

ABOUT TYPICAL AND PROPOSED 
DISPATCHER TECHNOLOGIES

The typical mode of repair for power systems is 
the  following. A  repair brigade performs gath-
ered calls for operating repair during a shift (or 
several shifts). A  shift can proceed a  day, half-
day, 8 hours or another established period of 
time. In the context of this article, brigades are 
considered to be one continuously working bri-
gade for serial performing calls, i.e. the brigade 
operates as a one-linear system of serial service 
of the calls flow. Because of a large load, a queue 
of calls can be accumulated. The formal order of 
a choice from the queue of calls is called a dis-
patcher technology. Indeed, the  method of ra-
tional dispatching a sequence of heterogeneous 
repair works (based on the optimized dispatch-
er technology and other parameters) allows to 
meet the given system requirements for timeli-
ness for all work calls.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the role and place of the proposed method in performance of repair works
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Subjective reasons and momentary prefer-
ences for calls sequence are not reviewed.

The next four typical dispatcher technologies 
and their specific properties and the  proposed 
5th multi-parameter dispatcher technology are 
considered.

According to the technology 1 (Technology 1) 
all calls are performed by the consecutive order 
“first in, first out” (FIFO) without priorities. Its 
main property is that the average delays for all 
calls are identical. According to the technology 2 
(Technology 2) calls are performed with relative 
priorities, numbered from 1 (the highest 1st pri-
ority) to I (the last lowest priority). Calls of high-
er priority have advantage against calls of lower 
priority, namely: among the calls waiting the be-
ginning of performing, calls of higher priority 
are performed ahead of calls of lower priority. 
The calls with the similar priority are performed 
in the  order FIFO. The  call of higher priority 
cannot interrupt the call performing with lower 
priority. It means that the brigade always leads 
up the  begun repair to the  end, despite arrival 
of a new call with higher priority. The main val-
uable property of Technology  2 is that average 
delays of repair by calls of the  lowest priority 
are 3–5 times longer (delay can be 10 and more 
times longer for high loading) than delays of 
calls of higher priority. According to the  tech-
nology  3 (Technology  3) calls are performed 
with absolute priorities. In difference from Tech-
nology 2 new calls of higher priority absolutely 
interrupt the performance of calls with a  lower 
priority. The  calls with the  similar priority are 
performed in the  order FIFO. The  interrupt-
ed call will be completed from the  interrupted 
point. It means the brigade interrupts the begun 
repair for the call with lower priority after arrival 
of a  new call with higher priority. The  brigade 
carries out the completion of the interrupted re-
pair after the completion of all calls with higher 
priorities. The main valuable property of Tech-
nology 3 is the  following: the average delays of 
repair by calls of the  lowest priority are 10–20 
times longer (delay can be 50 and more times 
longer due to high loading) than delays of calls 
of higher priority.

According to the batch technology 4, calls are 
performed with the natural formation of batch-
es and relative priorities in a batch. The first ar-

rived call forms the  first batch. The  next batch 
is formed of the calls which have arrived during 
the total performing time of the previous batch. 
The next batch of calls starts to be served at once 
after complete performance of all calls of the pre-
vious batch. In the batch which has arrived on 
service, the first call of the highest priority be-
gins to be performed. After finishing the  com-
plete performance of this call, another batch 
calls are performed in the serial order FIFO. Re-
pair by all calls which have entered the  served 
batch is carried out without interruptions, irre-
spective of new arriving calls. The main valuable 
property of Technology 4 consists of the follow-
ing aspects: if for Technologies 2 and 3 the calls 
of higher priority have an overwhelming advan-
tage, for Technology 4 this advantage is sharply 
reduced. As a result, the average delays of calls 
of the lowest priority considerably decrease and 
exceed the  delays of calls of higher priority no 
longer than 3 times. This valuable property can 
be effectively used in Technology 5, allowing to 
combine Technologies 2, 3, and 4.

The proposed Technology 5 is a combination 
of Technologies  2, 3, and 4. For Technology  5, 
all calls are divided into n groups. Calls of 
the g-th group have higher priority than calls of 
the e-th group if g < e (e, g = 1,…, n). In each 
group the priorities of calls are relative. For per-
forming calls of g-й groups, one technology Dgr. 
(by Technology  2 or 4) is established. Between 
calls, e-й and g-й groups are appointed relative 
(see Technology  2) or absolute priorities (see 
Technology 3) (Fig. 2). As a result of optimiza-
tion of parameters (such as distribution of call 
types by priorities, distribution of call priorities 
in groups, appointment of technologies inside 
groups) the  combined Technology  5 is capable 
to possess in various degrees the valuable prop-
erties of Technologies 2, 3, and 4, see Fig. 3.

THE IDEA FOR OPTIMIZATION

Thus, a  possible effect is justified by the  system 
use of properties and reserves of dispatcher tech-
nologies in the  given time limitations to finish 
all repair works in time (see delays specific for 
Technologies 1–5, Fig. 3). It allows to reduce total 
damages at the expense of rational manipulation 
of delays.
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As a  result of total comparison by using for-
mal criteria for each shift, the most rational tech-
nology and optimized parameters (for dispatch-
ing the sequence of calls performance), on which 
the minimum of negative consequences is reached 
with limitation of admissible time for performing 
heterogeneous repair works, can be revealed.

FORMALIZATION FOR ESTIMATION OF 
POSSIBLE DELAYS

From the point of engineering view, the processes 
of performing repair works by one brigade are 

formalized as serving processes of Poisson flows 
of heterogeneous calls in the  one-linear system 
(М/G/1/∞) [1–6] with dispatcher technolo-
gies 1–5. Heterogeneity of repair work is shown 
in various average time of calls processing and/or 
in various admissible terms for calls completion 
considering delays. The  calls flows of the  same 
type as a  rule constitute a compound flow from 
different sources. In practice, each flow fre-
quency is very low in comparison with the com-
pound flow. In such a  situation the  theorem of 
Hinchin-Grigolionis [7] is applicable, according 
to which the compound flow is a Poisson flow.

l K1 KeKe-1+1 Kg-1+1 Kg Kn-1+1 Kn

Fig. 2. The structure of the proposed combined Technology 5

1st group e-th group g-th group n-th group

1. The number 
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2. The number 
of group Ngr.
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Techn. j = D(j)

4. Absolute (Abs) 
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priority between 
groups
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Fig. 3. The properties of Technologies 1–5 which affect time delays
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For investigated typical Technologies  1–5, 
the  full delays in performing calls of i-th type 
are estimated by the  probability Ptim.i  (Tgiven.i) of 
well-timed performing during the required term 
Tgiven  i, approximated by means of incomplete 
gamma function:
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Here Тfull.i and Тfull.i2 are according to the  1st 
and 2nd moments of full performing time of 
calls of i-th type taking into account delays. For 
estimations of these metrics (Тfull.i and Тfull.i2) 
with reference to Technologies  1, 2, and 3 it is 
purposed to use classical models of the queue-
ing theory [1–2, 4]. For Technologies 4 and 5, 
the  formulas received earlier in works [3, 5–6, 
8–23] are applicable. Thus, frequencies of ar-
riving calls (λi) and the  average time of per-
forming calls of i-th type (βi1) form an input 
for modelling. Evaluations can be carried out 
with the  use of software tools complexes, for 
example the software tools Complex for Evalu-
ation of Information Systems Operation Quality 
(CEISOQ) – “know how” (registered by Rospat-
ent N2000610272), “Mathematical modelling of 
system life cycle processes” – “know how” (reg-
istered by Rospatent N2004610858), “Complex 
for evaluating quality of production processes” 
(registered by Rospatent N2010614145) [8–23].

THE METHOD FOR OPTIMIZATION 

The following method of rational dispatching 
a sequence of heterogeneous repair works is pro-
posed:

A sequence of performing heterogeneous re-
pair works is the most rational for a repair bri-
gade according to the  technology (from Tech-
nologies  1–5) and with those parameters on 
which the  minimum of total expected damage 
is reached. The  following formalization is pro-
posed: to find the  minimum of total expected 
damage within limits of time admissible for 

performing heterogeneous repair works set 
by criterion 1 or 2 (defined below) and define 
the best technology and its parameters for this 
minimum:

minλ/)))α(nd)α(nd()(λ(

technology
dispatcher

21.1 ��� � IIUTR iigivenii
I
i , (3)

where:
λi  –  frequency of arriving calls of i-th type, 

λ = ∑I
i=1;

Ri(Тgiven.i)  –  probability of exceeding the  re-
quirements of timeliness for performing calls of 
i-th type;

Ri(Тgiven.i) = 1 – Рtim.i(Тgiven.i), Ptimi(Тgiven.i) – prob-
ability of well-timed performing of works by calls 
of i-th type during the required term Tgiven i;

Ui – expected value of comparable damages as 
a result of exceeding the requirements of timeli-
ness for performing calls of i-th type;

Ind(α1) = 1 if timeliness criterion 1 is used, else 
Ind(α1) = 0;

Ind(α2) = 1 if timeliness criterion 2 is used, else 
Ind(α2) = 0.

The timeliness criteria 1 and 2 are defined for-
mally as follows:

Definition of criterion 1: Works of i-th type are 
considered to be well-timed if the average time for 
full performance of calls of i-th type taking into 
account delays does not exceed the given Тgiven.i, i.e. 
if Тfull.i1 ≤ Тgiven.i.

Definition of criterion 2: Works of i-th type are 
considered to be well-timed if probability of well-
timed performing of works by calls of i-th type 
during the required term Tgiven  i is not below ad-
missible probability Рtim.i = Р (tfull.i ≤ Тgiven.i) ≥ Рadm.i, 
where the  random variable tfull.i characterizes 
the full time for performing works of i-th type tak-
ing into account delays. The criterion 2 sets most 
stringent conditions (as a rule Рadm.i ≥ 0.8) and is 
used when completion of called works should be 
finished strictly before the required time.

At the formation of input data for evaluation, 
the frequency of arriving calls of i-th type is de-
fined for the last period of time (for example, for 
a week or month with a proper quantity of calls 
for repair works) as the  ratio of the  quantity of 
calls to the duration of the considered period.

The solution of the  optimization problem is 
carried out before the beginning of each shift and 
is valid during the shift.
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The optimization is carried out by modelling 
and estimation of values Ri(Тgiven.i) = 1 – Рtim.i(Тgiven.i) 
with the use of formula (1) by search of all pos-
sible dispatcher technologies and variants of 
parameters (such as distribution of call types 
by priorities, distribution of call priorities in 
groups, appointment of technologies inside of 
groups). The most rational sequence of perform-
ing heterogeneous repair work is the  sequence 
that corresponds to the  dispatcher technology 
with the parameters for which the total expected 
damage is minimal.

EXAMPLE OF RATIONAL DISPATCHING

Let’s assume that a large power system considers 
the ways of increasing system efficiency at the ex-
pense of decreasing the cost of repairs. 7 types of 
repair works are characteristic of the system, for 
example, according to IEC  61508-2 “Function-
al safety of electrical/electronic/programmable 
electronic safety-related systems  –  Part  2: Re-
quirements for electrical/electronic/program-
mable electronic safety-related systems”, these 
may be: 1st type  –  repair of input devices, in-
cluding primary sensors, trip initiating values 
(set-points) of all inputs; 2nd type  –  repair of 
alarm functions; 3rd type – repair of functions 
of all final control elements and output modules; 
4th type – repair of the function of user-initiat-
ed diagnostics; 5th type  –  repair of operations 
causing the  demand requiring compensat-
ing measures, the  correct use of compensating 
measures to prevent unsafe state and/or reduce 
the consequences of specified hazardous events; 
6th type – repair of the function of the manual 

trip to bring the system to its safe state; and 7th 
type – repair of complete system functionality.

Let the  exceeding of given terms leads to 
the  same damages for each type of repair, i.e. 
Ui  =  U. The  repair brigade performs works by 
Technology 1 (FIFO) or by batch technology 4 
(forming batches of arrived calls and perform-
ing works without interruptions). For the  ex-
pired month frequencies of arriving calls (λi), 
average time of performing calls of i-th type (βi1) 
by a  repair brigade, and requirements to terms 
of performing all works form the input data for 
modelling. The  terms for the  first types (1–6) 
are defined as harder requirements by criterion 
2, and the  terms for type 7 by criterion 1 (see 
the Table).

It is required to do optimization of the sequ-
ence of performing heterogeneous repair works 
and to estimate the effects reached.

Considering that the  expected value of 
the missed benefit in the conditions of the exam-
ple is identical (equal to U), the  total expected 
damage can be transformed to the form:

(∑I
i=1λi Ri(Tgiven.i) Ui (Ind(α1) + Ind(α2)))/λ = 

= U (1-С),

where C is a  relative portion of well-timed per-
formed calls

С =  (∑I
i=1λi Ptim.i(Tgiven.i) (Ind(α1) + Ind(α2)))/λ.

For modelling and estimations, software tools 
complexes CEISOQ [8–23] are used, see results 
on Fig. 5.

Ta b l e .  Input data for modelling

i – type 
of heterogeneous 

calls for repair works

λi – frequency 
of arriving calls for 

repair works

βi1 – average time 
of performing 
repair works

Tgiven.i – given 
term for repair 

work

Padm.i – admissible probability of 
well-timed performing of works 

during Tgiven.i (for criterion 2)

1 2.1 week–1 0.2 day 1 day 0.98

2 1 week–1 0.2 day 1 day 0.95

3 3 week–1 0.2 day 2 days 0.9

4 11.5 week–1 0.2 day 3 days 0.9

5 1.1 day–1 0.2 day 10 days 0.8

6 0.1 day–1 0.2 week 16 days 0.8

7 0.01 day–1 0.2 week 12 days –
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Results of the  analysis have shown that at 
the expense of the choice of rational dispatcher 
Technology  5 and its optimizing parameters 
the  relative portion of well-timed performed 
calls is 3 times greater in comparison with the to-
day applied Technologies 1 and 4. And the value of 
damages can be really reduced! It is because calls of 
5–7th types are formed and performed in a batch 
(in which relative priorities without interruptions 
are used), but the performance of these batch calls 
can’t be interrupted by arrival of more urgent calls 
of 3rd and 4th types. In turn, arriving calls of 1st 
and 2nd types interrupt performance of calls not 
only of 5–7th types, but also of 3rd–4th types. But 

calls of the  1st type cannot interrupt the  perfor-
ming of 2nd type calls because only relative pri-
ority is used. Technology 3 is not optimal because 
the calls of 6th and 7th types are not well-timed. 
Certainly, in practice different interruptions in 
works are not always possible (i.e. the  real effect 
will be a little bit low), nevertheless this effect ta-
king into account real limitations can be estimated 
and it will be essential.

Note: For systems for which delays in perfor-
ming repair works are insignificant, there can 
hardly be high practical effect from the  use of 
the proposed ideas (the effect should be evalu-
ated).

Fig. 5. Relative portion of well-timed performed calls C (optimization – on Technology 5 with parameters from Fig. 4)

Fig. 4. Input data for modelling (columns for λi, βi1, Тgiven.i, Рadm.i) and the rational parameters of Technology 5 (N, D, Abs)

The calls of all types are not well-timed

1. The number 
of priority

2. The number 
of group

3. Dispather 
technology 
Techn. j

4. Absolute (Abs) 
or Relative (Rel) 
priority between 
groups

Abs 1–2

Abs 1–3

Rel 2–2
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CONCLUSIONS

The proposed method of rational dispatching of 
a  sequence of heterogeneous repair works uses 
the specific properties of the following dispatcher 
technologies: technology for performing calls by 
the  consecutive order FIFO without priorities 
(Technology 1), technologies with relative (Tech-
nology 2) and absolute (Technology 3) priorities, 
and technology of batch performing (Technolo-
gy 4). The matter is, for Technology 1 the average 
delays of all calls are identical, for Technology 2 
the average delays of the  lowest priority calls are 
3–5 (and may by up to 10) times longer, and for 
Technology 3 even 10–20 (and may by up to 50) ti-
mes longer in comparison with calls of higher prio-
rity; on the other hand, for Technology 4 the avera-
ge delays of calls of the lowest priority considerably 
decrease and exceed delays of calls of higher priori-
ty no more than 3 times. These differences are used 
for creating a multi-parameter combined Techno-
logy 5 that may possess all the listed properties.

The method for optimization is formulated. 
Effects on heterogeneous repair works performing 
are based on finding those parameters according 
to which the minimum of total expected damage is 
reached in admissible time. In practice, the relati-
ve portion of well-timed performed calls may be 
increased approx. 2–3 times, in comparison with 
the today applied dispatching technologies.
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ĮVAIRIARŪŠIŲ REMONTO DARBŲ SEKOS 
RACIONALAUS REGULIAVIMO METODAS

Santrauka
Kritiškai svarbiose energetinėse sistemose kai ku-
rie remonto darbai turi būti atliekami reguliuojant 
brigadų darbo laiką. Įvairių darbų atlikimo sąlygos 
dažnai apibūdinamos neapibrėžtumais. Praktikoje 
egzistuoja nustatytas kiekvieno darbo atlikimo ter-
minas. Jei šie terminai yra pažeidžiami, galima patirti 
nuostolių. Atsižvelgiant į šiuos veiksnius, įvairiarūšių 
(heterogeninių) remonto darbų atlikimo seka turi 
reikšmingos įtakos energetinės sistemos saugumui 
ir (arba) efektyvumui. Siūlomas racionalaus hetero-
geninių remonto darbų sekos paskirstymo metodas, 
atkreipiant dėmesį į laiku atliekamų darbų reikalavi-
mus. Racionali darbų seka nustatoma atsižvelgiant į 
suminių nuostolių (žalų) minimizavimo kriterijus, 
remiantis geriausiais skirtingų dispečerinių tech-
nologijų pavyzdžiais ir jų naudojamais parametrais 
(tokiais kaip darbų atlikimo paraiškų paskirstymas 
pagal prioritetus, paraiškų prioritetų skirstymas į 
grupes, konkrečių technologijų nustatymas grupių 
viduje). Galimas efektas iliustruotas pavyzdžiu.

Raktažodžiai: kriterijus, efektyvumas, metodas, 
tikimybė, sistema


